A Message from God to Humanity
sgm, 2018/AUG/30

1. acknowledge Me; I’m part of the Trinity; Earth people have it messed up for over 2000 years; I’m the archetype of Mary; the Trinity is: Father, my husband, Son Jesus, and Mom, me; Catholics mislabel the “neuter” Holy Spirit but that person is the Father, my husband; realizing that, leaves one “vacancy” in the Trinity, me.

2. i NEED a bidirectional Personal loving relationship with each and every one of you.

3. stop blaming all of your negative attributes on Lucifer who is also a child of mine; he’s a “man’s man” and has not done a single thing you blame him for over the millennia; he’s NOT “king of hell”; there is no such place; humanity made that up to make people believe out of fear; BUT, that’s just Wrong; people should believe by choice not fear.

4. love each other; work together as a team* to research and develop Mars as a New Eden. *there is no “i” in the word “team”

5. you pretty much f’ed up Earth; please don’t repeat that on Mars; only use organic methods on Mars; no artificial nor synthetic fertilizers/pest-controls/herbicides; natural is better.

sgm stands for Salvatore Gerard Micheal but a kind of nickname for me is sam iam. Over the years, I’ve realized Catholic mom, Julie, is right about two things: euthanasia is a coward’s way and abortion is murder. I know about over population on Earth; I’ve watched it explode over my lifetime. But she’s still Right; they’re both Wrong.

One of my nicknames for Mom is the Prime Goddess or PG for short. Listen to what She says above, please.